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Firefly WeGo Buggy

Special Tomato EIO Push Chair

Special Tomato Jogger Stroller

A lightweight, portable and snazzy-looking pushchair
with a few hidden surprises. The WeGo is made for GoTo
Seat users, as it slots into the buggy easily.

B U G G I E S

Easily foldable and setup in one simple movement
Wheels suitable for rough terrain
WeGo reclines back 140° so your child can lie back for a
little snooze or for changing
Comes standard with a full accessory pack including a sun
canopy, rain cover, foot muff, mosquito net, shopping
basket underneath seat, bottle holder and wrist strap

A stylish, special needs stroller unmatched in features,
quality and price. It offers a mild to moderate positioning
seat matched with a lightweight stroller designed for
children from early intervention to pre-adolescent ages.

Easy to fold and transport
Lightweight aluminium frame
Calf panel and seat back to lay your child flat
Shopping basket and sun shade
Significant growth included

This active stroller provides comfort and support to
children with special needs while riding on all terrain.
It is an easy-to-fold stroller which allows for easy
storage wherever you take it.

Easy to fold and transport
Lightweight aluminium frame
Functional rear suspension
Padded seat can be reclined from 10 degrees to 50
degrees
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Ottobock Eco Buggy

Patron Corzino XCountry

Patron Piper Comfort

Simple Buggy for Children with Mild to Moderate Needs.
Thanks to its clever design and lightweight build, the Eco
Buggy is a breeze to transport as it folds very easily.

B U G G I E S

Small lightweight buggy
Back angle adjustment 20 degrees (90 - 110 degrees)
Folding frame, allows it to fold to a compact size to easily fit
into most vehicles
Footrest is height adjustable from 200 - 340 mm (distance
from seat edge to footrest)
Swivel front castors
Spring mounted front and rear wheels
Foot brake on back wheels

A semi-adjustable rehabilitation buggy available in four
sizes with a wide variety of options available and a high
user weight limit of up to 75kg. This buggy is equipped
with an optimised buddy-folding system, a new padded
ergonomic seat cover and a light frame with 5-point
fixation ensuring safety for your child and easy handling.

Well padded ergonomic seat cover
Comfortable side protection
Footrest height adjustable and foldable (angle adj.)
Backrest angle adjustable (2 positions)
Backrest height extension (on size 38 and 42 only)

This buggy is ideal for short term transportation and
activities for your child. It has a fully foldable
undercarriage made from lightweight aluminium profiles. 

Extended reclining backrest
Height adjustable footrest that can be detached
5-point immobilisation harness with crotch belt and
shoulder padding
Detachable wheels and forks
One-piece foldable handlebar
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B U G G Y  S O L U T I O N S  C H A R T
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B U G G Y  S O L U T I O N S  C H A R T
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Karma 7520

Karma Flexx Junior

The Karma lightweight paediatric wheelchair is durable,
functional and designed to meet a range of New Zealand
kid’s needs.

Ideal as a backup wheelchair for children who use a powerchair,
or for those who only need it for shorter periods of time
Easily adjustable push handle to accommodate carers of all
heights
Quick release, removable rear wheels
Height adjustable armrests that can be removed for transfers
Available in self-propelling or transit configuration

The Karma Flexx Junior wheelchair is an extremely
flexible and popular wheelchair solution to suit a range
of customer needs. Everything that is orange is
adjustable which makes for very easy use.

Configurable options include seat depth, seat to floor
heights, backrest heights, castor fork angles and centre
of gravity
Swing away footrests with flip-up footplates
Can be set up to provide optimal comfort and
performance
Adjustable backrest angle

Maximum user weight: 100kg  |  Min seat to floor height: 18.5”   
Seat Width & Depth: 11.5” - 13.5”

Maximum user weight: 80kg | Min seat to floor height: 15.5”  
Seat Width & Depth: 10”- 15”

W H E E L C H A I R S
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Ki Mobility Rogue XP

Karma 7520 Recliner

Rogue XP is the ultimate performance chair; encouraging
you to embrace your personal style at the age when you
care the most. It is a teenage chair that gives you the
necessary built-in growth; no need to compromise fit,
function, ride or style.

Adjustable fixed frame for growth - up to 3”
Creative freedom - ability to customise your chair
Maximum adjustment and growth ability
Integrated swing-away armrests
Combination of rigidity and reduced vibration dampening for
an ultra-responsive ride
Adjustable dynamic 5th wheel

This reclining children’s
wheelchair has been designed
especially for the New Zealand
market - designed to fit with the
needs of children who might be
progressing from a standard
buggy-type stroller, or have the
need to rest in their wheelchair
from time to time. It is also ideally
suited for use after surgery or
during recovery from an accident. 

Easily adjustable push handle - to accommodate
carers of all heights
Quick release, removable rear wheels for ease of
transport in vehicle
Fully removable, height adjustable armrests, that
allow for easier transfers

W H E E L C H A I R S

Maximum user weight: 90kg | Min seat to floor height: 13.5” 
Seat Width & Depth: 10”- 18” or 10” - 20”

Reinforced cross bracing - strong but easily folded
Multiple-position rear wheel and castor mounts to
optimise centre of gravity and seat-to-floor height
adjustments

Maximum user weight: 100kg | Min seat to floor height: 18.5” | Seat Width & Depth: 11.5” - 13.5”
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Ottobock Skippi

Jazzy 623 2.0

Quantum Edge 3 Stretto

Designed specifically for children, this fun rear wheel
drive powerchair is perfect for active kids. It is compact
and colourful, but still retains large size drive wheels and
castors so kids can explore their environment with the
push of a joystick.

P O W E R C H A I R S

Robust paediatric powerchair that will perform well both indoors
and outdoors with more active users (has relatively high ground
clearance)
Seat frame can accommodate the width and depth growth

With highly reliable, efficient motors that deliver a higher
range and improved responsiveness than the previous
model, the Jazzy® 623 2.0 is engineered to meet the
performance needs of the most active user. 

Compact, mid-wheel drive powerchair 
TRU-Balance 3 adjustable seating
VR2 controller to deliver smooth, nimble
manoeuvrability with good indoor and outdoor
performance and a tight turning radius

The Quantum Edge 3 Stretto is the most capable compact
power base in New Zealand with an extremely narrow
footprint for outstanding manoeuvrability, making it ideal
for children, teenagers and small adults.

Independent SRS (Smooth Ride Suspension) making
for an incredibly easy ride
The Stretto is available with 12.5” or 14” drive wheels
and optional 12” of iLevel power adjustable seat
height

Maximum user weight: 50kg  |  Min seat to floor height: 17” 
Seat Width & Depth: 10” - 15” & 11” - 15”

Maximum user weight: 136kg | Min seat to floor height: 17.5”
with tilt | Seat Width & Depth: 12” - 22” or 12” - 22”

Maximum user weight: 136kg | Seat Width & Depth: 12” - 22”
or 12” - 22”
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P O W E R C H A I R S
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Varilite Junior Back Supports

Ride Designs Java Decaf Back

Lightweight and easy to use, the Varilite Junior Back Support is perfect for children and
families on the go. The compact, minimal design directs focus to the child and not the
equipment. Available in two styles - Mid and Deep (which offers lateral support).

W H E E L C H A I R  S E A T I N G

The Flip XP is designed for the smallest of riders with
some of the biggest advancements in the industry. From
its flat folding design to its use of Taper Lok Technology,
the Flip is simply the most advanced paediatric tilt-in-
space available today.
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Paediatric Curve Cushion

Ki Mobility Axiom P Cushion

Varilite Junior Cushion

Ride Designs Forward Cushion

W H E E L C H A I R  S E A T I N G

A paediatric cushion that utilises moulded, high-density
seat design to properly position the legs, hips, and spine to
provide optimal support in a wheelchair. We recommend
purchasing a spare cover with all cushion purchases.

A Positioning cushion offering the Axiom Difference
design elements with an emphasis on medial and lateral
stability. With superior positioning features and surface
tension reduction in the well, Axiom P proves positioning
cushions can still be comfortable while providing
positioning and stability.

The Quantum Edge 3 Stretto is the most capable compact
power base in New Zealand with an extremely narrow
footprint for outstanding manoeuvrability, making it ideal
for children, teenagers and small adults.

Maximum user weight: 50kg  |  Min seat to floor height: 17” 
Seat Width & Depth: 10” - 15” & 11” - 15”

Sizing:
Widths: 14” - 22” | Depths: 14” - 22”

Sizes:
Widths: 10” - 12” | Depths: 10” - 12”
Adult sizes available - Reflex cushion

The Forward cushion is all about contour and helps prevent
sliding while providing superior support and protection. Ride’s
approach redistributes the forces of pressure and shear from
high risk anatomic areas while selectively applying the forces
to areas more tolerant. The contours are specifically
optimised for a paediatric pelvis.

Sizing:
Widths: 10” - 12” | Depths: 10” - 16”
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Special Tomato Soft-Touch Liner
Seat and Back

Special Tomato Soft-Touch Sitter

Special Tomato CatchUp Chair 

The Soft-Touch Liner offers an affordable alternative to
other seating systems. It eliminates the need to transport
heavy seating systems. The contoured seat and back
cushions promote good posture while sitting in a
standard seating system for children with mild to
moderate positioning needs.

S E A T I N G  S O L U T I O N S

Made of a soft-to-touch, easy clean material that is latex-
free and anti-microbial
Can be attached to most seats including but not limited to
the following: strollers, highchairs, dining room chairs,
restaurant chairs and classroom chairs
Easy storage as the cushions can be folded together

The Special Tomato Soft-Touch Sitter provides a
comfortable and functional seating solution. It has a
strong exterior that will stand up, whilst ensuring a
comfortable seat for your child. 

Impermeable to fluids
Peel and tear resistant
Latex-free material with built in anti-microbial
protection
Soft contoured seat with anti-thrust seating surface
Built-in abductor
Contoured head and lateral supports
Attachment straps for securing to either the Floor
Sitter or the Mobile Base

The CatchUp Chair is a stable, highly adjustable, mobile
seat. It is easily configured without tools to provide the
well fitting seat at the perfect height for a variety of
tabletop surfaces. It is appropriate for individuals who
require mild to moderate postural support. The CatchUp
Chair fits children and adults weighing up to 113kgs. 

Compact design makes it an excellent choice for
schools, therapy clinics, and hospitals as well as homes
Simple, tool-free adjustments
Pelvic Belt and Chest Harness stabilise a well-aligned
posture
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Firefly GoTo Seat

Leckey PAL Seat

The GoTo Seat is a portable support seat for children
with extra postural needs. It can be taken anywhere,
which makes getting out and about much easier. The
GoTo Seat fits easily into the WeGo Buggy, making it
that much easier to go places.

Two sizes available
Suitable for attachment to most standard chairs in the home,
restaurant or classroom
Adjustable headrest and laterals that adjust for growth
Two headrest choices: Standard or Advanced
Optional floor sitter accessory has 26 recline positions, from
upright to right back

The PAL Seat is designed to give improved stability,
which helps reduce fatigue and allows the child longer
periods of concentration and fine motor activity.  The
simplicity of the PAL Seat enables the therapist to assess
the child’s needs instantly. It is a really simple, fast way to
help kids join in with learning.

Two point lap belt and side pads for lateral stability
Height adjustable armrests, legs and footplate
Two sizes accommodating kids from 1 - 12 years

14
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Buckle Guard

Leckey BeMe

A simple solution for the little (and not so little) Houdini’s
who are able to escape from car safety harnesses and
may endanger themselves or others in a vehicle. This
strong and difficult to break cover slides over the
seatbelt buckle to prevent the wearer from releasing the
belt themselves. A caregiver can then safely and easily
release the belt by inserting a key or coin into a slot
when the destination is reached.

Designed to go over most car seat buckles - either
side release or top release.
Dimensions: 64 mm W x 64 mm H x 42 mm D
Comes complete with a seatbelt cutter and an
instruction sheet.
Manufactured from clear and durable ABS plastic. 
Includes a wedge spacer to accommodate for many
smaller sized buckles.
Webbing cutter is provided in case of an emergency. 
Australian design

The infinitely configurable BeMe from Leckey, is a
revolutionary seating system that puts a child’s
development and independence at the heart of its
design. BeMe is a highly personalised seating system
available in three sizes and spec’d to perfection.

Growable contoured cushion with high-stretch
foam and fabric, to maximise pelvic stability
Interchangeable parts (including seats, back
supports, medial, lateral, proximal and distal
supports), click and switch with total ease
Dynamic backrest is air pressure controlled which
regulates resistance as the child extends and is
speed adjustable
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Firefly Upsee

Ottobock Nurmi Neo Posterior Walker

W A L K I N G  S O L U T I O N S

The Firefly Upsee is an upright mobility device designed
to let children stand, walk - and dance - with the help of
an adult.

Sizes available: Small, Medium or Large
Age: 2-4 / 4-6 / 6-8 years
Maximum user weight: 15kg / 20kg / 25kg

The Ottobock Nurmi Neo is a highly manoeuvrable kids
posterior walker designed to promote an upright posture
and natural walking pattern. 

Height-adjustable grip bar
Solid locking mechanism to stop slipping
Lightweight and foldable
Reverse roll locks on the rear wheels
Puncture proof low friction castors
Stable base
Swivelling front castors
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Leckey MyWay

Meywalk 4

MyWay is an upright mobility device that is all about
providing children with maximum opportunities for
interaction, exploration and participation in a supported,
upright position.

Revolutionary patented harness support
Adult Connection belt offers an adult to attach to the device
and control movements or complete therapeutic exercises
Upper support unit with adjustable gross height, fine height,
prone angle and shoulder height
Open front design for interaction & exploration and open back
design to allow the therapist to work with the user
MyWay Pedal attachment available to purchase separately for
use with MyWay size 2 or 3 frame only

The Meywalk 4 is a high quality, Danish designed walker
that offers a suspended spring system that stimulates the
muscles and movements to encourage a more natural
gait pattern. 

The body posture of the user can be set in any
position from vertical to 15° forward tilt
Suitable option for both indoor and outdoor use
Suitable for both adolescents and adults, with two
larger size options available

W A L K I N G  S O L U T I O N S

Sizes available: 1-3 | Age: 1-16 years
Maximum user weight: 25-80kg

Sizes available: Mini - Large | Maximum user weight: 80-130kg
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W A L K I N G  S O L U T I O N S  C H A R T
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Leckey Totstander

Leckey Freestander

Leckey Pronestander

A pre-school standing frame that is adjustable and
extremely portable. It is a junior version of the
Freestander and is designed to support children in the
early stages of standing.

Simple construction, allowing adjustment and portability
Allows the child to be positioned close to work tables or
benches, whilst keeping them at a similar height to their peers
Therapists can use the Totstander as an assessment tool to
determine a child’s ability to stand and bear weight
Side tubes accommodate growth
Adjustable pelvic band, knee plate, padded knee cups and
sandals that velcro in place

An upright stander for children and teens, created to
support children with mild to moderate levels of physical
involvement. The Freestander is the next size up from
the Totstander.

A lower baseboard allowing for quick and easy
transfers from chair to stander
Pelvic band and optional padded pelvic plate are
designed to help promote mid-line symmetry 
Adjustable flexible laterals, padded chest plate, knee
plate and padded knee cups, sandals, pelvic band and
activity tray

S T A N D I N G  S O L U T I O N S

Age: 1-5 years | Maximum user weight: 20kg 

Sizes available: 1-3  |  Age: 1-5, 4-9, 9-17 years
Maximum User Weight: 60, 80 or 90kg 

The Leckey Prostander assists in the promotion of
weight bearing and mid-line symmetry. The user can be
positioned in a fully upright position or at any one of
four prone angles.

Four prone angles are designed to allow weight
bearing to be gradually increased as the child’s
tolerance increases
Hinged footplate permits wheelchair access and
assisted transfer

Sizes available: 1-3 | Age: 1-5, 4-10, 9-18 years
Maximum user weight: 60, 80 or 90kg
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Leckey Squiggles+ Standing Frame

Leckey Mygo Stander

Leckey Horizon Stander

The Squiggles+ Stander is an extremely versatile 3-in-1
stander, offering prone, upright and supine standing in
one product.

3 in 1 design offering prone, upright and supine standing
Up to 60 degrees of bilateral hip abduction
Advanced knee support design
Independent footplates to accommodate leg length discrepency
Fully horizontal loading in supine
Activity tray with height adjustability
Height-adjustable push handle

As the child grows out of the Squiggles Stander, they can
move into the Mygo Stander to continue their standing
therapy. It encourages natural standing posture and has a
range of functions for the growing child.

This 3-in-1 stander offers prone, upright and supine
standing in one product
It can accommodate up to 25 degree fixed hip and
knee contractures
Supine and prone angles can be changed from 0 to 80
degrees
Tool free adjustments

S T A N D I N G  S O L U T I O N S

Age: 1-5 years | Maximum user weight: 22kg 

Sizes available: 1-2 | Age: 4-10 or 8-14 years 
Maximum user weight: 50 or 80kg 

This powered stander provides gradual, appropriate
weight bearing support in either prone, supine or upright
positions. Robust and durable for users aged 4 to adult.

Included conversion kit offering 90 degrees of
adjustment from horizontal to freestanding position in
both prone and supine positions
Hand held, easy to use controls for the powered tilt
mechanism

Sizes available: 1-3 | Age: 4-10, 8-14 or 14+ years
Maximum user weight: 50, 80 or 100kg
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S T A N D I N G  S O L U T I O N S  C H A R T
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Firefly PlayPak

Leckey Early Activity System

Firefly Scooot 4-in-1

Leckey Therapy Bench with
Activity Cradle
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Playpak is a portable activity kit packed with activities for fun
therapy at home or away. Once unzipped, the lightweight bag
opens to reveal a colourful floor mat along with rolls, supports
and wedges that can be put together in multiple ways to help
children with various developmental postures.

A colourful, comfortable, supportive activity system for
children up to the age of 4 years.The Early Activity System,
has been developed to encourage a range of activites based
around five key positions: back lying (supine), tummy lying
(prone), side lying, floor sitting (long sitting), and hands and
knees (4 point kneeling). 

E A R L Y  I N T E R V E N T I O N

Scooot is designed to help children with special needs play,
explore and participate in a way that best suits their physical and
cognitive ability. Scooot has four configurations: Scooot, Ride,
Pooosh and Crawl. Starting with Crawl (allowing kids to explore
on their tummy), moving through Scooot (lets kids sit up and use
their feet), Ride (lets kids propel themselves) and finally onto
Pooosh (lets somebody else do the hard work). 

Developed to support children in a neutral posture, this therapy
bench with innovative activity cradles, facilitates child active
therapy by freeing up the hands. Available in one size suitable for
children aged 1-14 the Leckey Therapy Bench facilitates
anterior/posterior tilt to promote activity and acts as an aid to
therapists in the Segmental Assessment of Trunk control.

Daytot Joey

The Daytot Joey is an early intervention crawler designed to
encourage the development of motor skills for babies at risk of
delay. For use during a baby’s first year at home, Daytot Joey
helps enhance early motor skills, by encouraging independent
movement on their tummy. Daytot Joey supports the baby,
allowing them to move freely, while building the all-important
foundations for their future physical and cognitive development.



Firefly Splashy

Firefly SplashyBIG

The Splashy is ideal for bathing or getting involved with
messy games - as you can take it outside. Little bath
buddies get more space to play together as it is really
compact and sits nice and low in the bath, so it uses less
space and less water. 

5-point configurable harness to keep kids secure, that can
change to 3-point
The base unit lets you switch easily between 26 recline
positions, from upright (106°) to full recline (140°)
The foam bumpers can be used as a pommel or a support
for the head, sides, or bottom as an anti-slide shelf
Lightweight, detachable parts make it easy to clean
The Splashy comes with a floorsitter as standard

With all of the features and benefits of Splashy, SplashyBIG
opens up many more opportunities for 7-14 year olds. 

5-point configurable harness to keep kids secure, that
can change to 3-point
SplashyBIG can help promote and encourage
independence at bathtime
The Splashy comes with a floorsitter as standard
Suitable for 7-14 year old children with a maximum
user weight of 55kg

B A T H I N G
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Ottobock Robby Bath Chair

Seahorse Plus Toileting 
& Shower Chair

The Robby sits completely flat in the bath, meaning less
water. The head, back, seat and lower leg support are
separately adjustable - allowing for optimum positioning
for children with more complex needs. 

Adjusts to multiple sitting and lying positions
Extremely lightweight
Contoured back is designed for comfort and allows for
washing of hair
Trunk belt and lower leg positioning straps are standard

This adjustable and supportive toileting & shower chair
can be used over a toilet or with the removable potty. Easy
tilt operation facilitates showering and bathing. Comes
with height adjustable flip-up footrests with foot-straps.
The small version is suitable for children aged approx. 5-
10 years up to 64kg and the medium version is suitable for
children aged approx. 10-15 years up to 102kg (age range
is guidance only).

Gas Assisted Tilt in space
Up to 40 degree tilt
100mm Height Adjustment
Height and depth adjustable headrest
Lap Belt included
Will grow with the child
Removable Armrests
Flip-up height adjustable footrests
Removable Pommel
Removable Potty

B A T H I N G
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Firefly GottaGo Portable Toilet Seat

GottaGo - Extra Toilet Seat Only

T O I L E T I N G

The Firefly GottaGo is a lightweight, sturdy, portable
toilet seat that makes toileting easier at home and away.
Super easy to set up and put away - in just 3 simple steps.
The design facilitates a supported squat posture, making
toileting easier.

Suitable for children aged 2-9 years with a maximum user weight
of 30kg (66lbs). 
GottaGo frame has 3 height settings: potty height, standard toilet
height and raised toilet height.
Warm-touch, wipe clean materials guarantee a comfortable and
snug fit.
Easy to set up and to put away in just 3 simple steps.
The entire product weighs less than 10kg

Seat only for the Firefly GottaGo Portable Toilet Seat.
Please note this is only the seat insert shown in the image.

Seat only for the Firefly GottaGo Portable Toilet. Both sizes of
seats fit on the one sized frame from the Firefly GottaGo Toilet
Seat Set.
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Columbia Toilet Support Base

T O I L E T I N G

Mounting base for the wrap around toilet support for
children, ensuring stability and reducing the risk of
falling off and to be safely positioned for any length of
time while toileting.

Easy to attach - just mount the base to the toilet using the same
bolts that hold the toilet seat to the bowl
Universal base frame fits onto most toilets and fits all sized backs

Wrap around support for independent toileting. This
supportive range of backs allows children, especially
those with limited trunk stability, to be safely positioned
for any length of time while toileting.

Columbia Toilet Support - Lo Back

Easy to attach - just mount the base to the toilet using
the same bolts that hold the toilet seat to the bowl
Removes easily - simply by lifting the back from the base
Universal base frame fits onto most toilets and fits all
sized backs

Nuvo Petite Children's Toilet
Platform

This platform will enable you to sit comfortably on a
range of different toilet heights, with your feet
supported. The platform has a smooth and level step up
with a slip resistant surface. Smooth handles and non-
slip feet offer maximum security.

Height adjustable platform with slip resistant mat
Lightweight, powder coated steel frame makes it
sturdy yet easy to move
Non-slip rubber ferrules on the feet ensure
additional safety
Easy assembly without tools
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 Special Tomato Portable Potty Seat  
- Round

 Special Tomato Portable Potty Seat  
- Round

Columbia Splash Guard

Columbia Padded Reducer Ring

T O I L E T I N G

Made from Soft-Touch material that is impermeable to
fluids and is peel and tear resistant
Conforms to the body and doesn’t leave a “red mark” after
extended periods of sitting
Comes with its own plastic lined carry bag

Made from Soft-Touch material that is impermeable to
fluids and is peel and tear resistant
Conforms to the body and doesn’t leave a “red mark” after
extended periods of sitting
Comes with its own plastic lined carry bag

Flexible, durable and soft elongated portable potty seat

Flexible, durable and soft elongated portable potty seat

Easy to clean
Fits both open and closed front toilet seats
Soft padding increases comfort
Improves cleanliness while toileting

Toilet Seat Deflector. This soft and flexible product can be
installed quickly on almost any toilet seat - all you need to
do is attach it to the inside of the toilet seat and do up the
two straps.

Soft yet durable and offers comfort and non-slip security.
The soft material conforms to body and sensitive bony
protuberances. The abductor/splash guard is removable.
Sanitary, seamless and urine-proof; the reducer ring can
be used anywhere.

The Columbia Padded Reducer Ring is ideal for children
who may require extended toileting time. Available in two
sizes, it comes complete with a padded, removable
abductor / splash guard.
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Leckey Sleepform

2 4  H O U R  P O S T U R A L  C A R E

Accommodates supine, prone and side sleeping
positions
Sizes available for kids of all ages. Sizes 1-2 are
suitable for a cot, sizes 3-4 are suitable for a
single bed
Sleeping positions can be changed at any given
time
Sleepform mattress moulds to the client, offering
a great sleep and excellent support
Temperature Control Sheet ensures an even
temperature is maintained eliminating hotspots
for a better sleep (optional accessory)
Grid sheet allows the product to be precisely
repositioned time and time again
Lightweight and easily transported
Hand washable and easily cleaned
Fully supported by instructional DVD, selection
guides and sleep diary

Sleepform is a comfortable, easy to use night-time postural management system. Portable and
easily adjusted, each Sleepform system is made of several modular parts making it truly
customisable without the requirement of cutting or complex shaping.

Use as much or as little of the system as you like to create an outcome that is just right. The
Sleepform starts with a mouldable positioning cushion topped with a soft mattress to ensure
airflow is achieved, thereby reducing hot spots. Cushioned chest, hip, neck and knee guides are
then added to the mix. Finish with knee rolls and airflow pillows where required. This is a true
recipe for success.
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PETRA RaceRunner Bike

O T H E R

Physical activity stimulates the
senses and provides endorphins
Encourages stepping and weight
bearing for those who may spend a
large amount of time seated
Encourages better posture due to
bone density and muscle bulk
increases
Helps to develop general
endurance abilities as well as
control of trunk and limbs
Ideal for stable surfaces in the
outdoors such as streets, paths, or a
track field

The RaceRunner bike is perfect for recreational leisure as well as being a fun physical challenge.
The bike is fun to take outdoors for activities such as basic mobility, family rides, sports or just for
playing! The RaceRunner provides a challenge for the user that will stimulate their senses, and
encourage them to develop their navigation and coordination skills.

Fun but challenging exercises such as the RaceRunner can have positive mental impacts on
the user.
Even wheelchair users and severely physically restricted users can enjoy cardiovascular
training. As wheelchair users become runners – they literally conquer land transforming their
perspective of life
Suitable for users aged three and above 



Please visit our website 

www.alliedmedical.co.nz 

for our full range of products
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